Student Reading 1:

How Gerrymandering Works
Every ten years, the federal government counts the population with the U.S. Census. State legislatures
then use the census to redraw lines to get political districts that are (approximately) equal in
population. It’s awfully tempting to take the opportunity of redistricting to advance one party or the
other. When one party controls the legislature and the governorship, no compromise is necessary, and
varying degrees of gerrymandering result.
Gerrymandering has enabled political parties to claim seats in Congress even when they represent a
minority of voters. In 2016, Republicans took control of approximately 17 seats in Congress that they
would not have won without gerrymandering, according to the Brennan Center for Justice at the NYU
Law School.
Both Democrats and Republicans engage in gerrymandering, but the Republicans have seen much larger
gains due to gerrymandering following the 2010 census.
Several factors led to more extreme gerrymandering after the 2010 Census:
• In a large number of states, one party controlled both houses of the legislature and the
executive branch as well. Twenty of these “trifectas” were Republican and only eight were
Democratic.
• Partisanship was on the rise in state and federal governments, and in the population as a whole
• Sophisticated computer calculations vastly improved the capability of political parties to locate
and measure voting preferences by location.
The ability to store and manipulate enormous quantities of information (aka “big data”) has facilitated
the two main techniques of gerrymandering: “packing” and “cracking.”
Packing involves pushing large numbers of opposition voters into a single district. By gerrymandering in
this way, you are giving your rival party one district where they are sure to win. But you are preventing
them from having any significant impact in surrounding districts.
Cracking is the opposite. You spread the opposition’s voters over several districts, but not in sufficient
numbers to challenge your own candidates.
Which tactic (or combination of tactics) a party will employ depends on the actual locations and
concentrations of the districts being re-drawn. Technology has provided new levels of accuracy that
allow gerrymanderers to maximize their party’s voting strength.
History
Gerrymandering is not new. Efforts to manipulate political lines date back to 1788. The word
“gerrymander” itself was born in 1812, when Governor Gerry of Massachusetts who signed a law
creating a district shaped like a salamander. Gerrymander is a portmanteau (the combining of two
words to make a new one): gerry + mander. In 1812, the major parties were the Democratic-Republicans
and the Federalists, but the practice has continued to the current day with the Democratic and
Republican Parties.
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Sometimes district lines are redrawn to help (or hurt) a particular candidate, but the most controversial
gerrymanders today are those whose purpose is to minimize representation of a party or racial group.
Since the Voting Rights Act of 1965, the Court has outlawed redistricting based primarily on race.
However, charges of racial gerrymandering continue.
The Supreme Court has decided many cases involving gerrymandering. In its June 2019 decision, the
Supreme Court majority argued that while “excessive partisanship in districting leads to results that
reasonably seem unjust,” it is up to Congress and state legislative bodies (not the Supreme Court) to find
ways to restrict it.
___________________________________________________________________________________
Student Reading 2:

Gerrymandering Impact & Solutions
Gerrymandering has led to to some major electoral “successes” by political parties that have won seats
despite getting fewer votes overall.
North Carolina: In 2016 and 2018, Republicans won just over 50% of the statewide vote for legislative
seats. Despite the close margin of victory, they were able—with districts they drew—to win 10 of the 13
races in both elections. Democrats won only 3 congressional seats despite getting 48% of the popular
vote.
“I propose that we draw the maps to give a partisan advantage to 10 Republicans and three
Democrats, because I do not believe it’s possible to draw a map with 11 Republicans and two
Democrats.”
—Rep. David Lewis (R-NC, overseeing the redistricting process)
Wisconsin: In 2011, Republican state legislators redrew the district lines for the state assembly. In 2012,
despite winning only 49% of the statewide vote, Republicans won 60 of the 99 seats available. In 2014,
with 52% of the statewide vote, they won 63 assembly seats. In the 2018 elections, Republicans received
only 46% of the votes for State Assembly, but won 64% of the races.
"[State legislators] will naturally choose the one that will give them an advantage at the ballot
box. A little bit. Marginally."
—Robin Vos (co-chairman of the Republican Assembly Campaign Committee)
Maryland: After the 2010 Census, Democratic lawmakers redrew a district that had elected a Republican
to Congress for 18 years. The new district added just enough Democratic-leaning communities to flip the
district to Democratic in the following election.
“As a Maryland Democratic fundraiser told me: ‘Sure, gerrymandering stacks the deck (in
elections). But it stacks in our favor.’”
—Baltimore Sun reporter Thomas Ferraro
“Indeed, it's not a stretch to say that most voters no longer choose their representatives;
instead, representatives choose their voters.”
—Barack Obama
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Possible Solutions
Americans oppose abusive redistricting by solid majorities. Polls show 70% favoring some controls over
gerrymandering. Even among people with partisan affiliations, a majority disapprove of gerrymandering.
In Wisconsin—a state burdened with extreme gerrymandering—49 of the state’s 72 counties have
passed resolutions opposing partisan redistricting. Democratic and Republican leaders (from Ronald
Reagan to Barack Obama) have spoken out against the practice. Many good government organizations,
such as the League of Women Voters and Common Cause, as well as the mainstream media, have called
for reform.
Some 20 states have adopted measures to limit the power of legislatures to gerrymander. Most have
created bipartisan or non-partisan commissions to conduct the redistricting or serve as advisory boards.
Iowa uses a mathematical model that relies solely on demographics and excludes partisan information.
Other possible solutions include:
•

Proportional representation. The number of legislators from each party is determined by the
number of voters in the state identified with each party.

•

Algorithm. Some propose developing mathematical formulas that will automatically determine
district lines based not only on population, but on the compactness of an area and the shared
interests in an area.

•

Ranked choice voting. Instead of choosing only one candidate, voters in a large district would
elect multiple representatives through ranked voting. (In ranked voting, voters indicate their
first, second, and third preferences, for example, and candidates with the highest rankings win.)

What’s Next?
The Supreme Court decided that federal courts cannot fix partisan gerrymandering. Where does that
leave the fight against unjust and unfair redistricting? The Court has left it up to either Congress or the
individual states to fix the problem. Within states, that would mean state courts, state legislatures, or
citizen initiatives (which are allowed in about half of the states).
There are reasons to be doubtful. Congress, in its current state of extreme partisanship, is unlikely to
agree on a path to neutral redistricting. Meanwhile, within states, state legislators who have created
districts that are hugely beneficial to their own party have celebrated the Supreme Court’s decision.
States with party trifectas (with one party leading both houses of the legislature and the governorship)
tend to have sympathetic courts as well.
That leaves the voter referendum. In the 2018 elections, voters in four states passed referenda calling
for redistricting reforms. There are efforts in at least three more states to pass similar initiatives in the
2020 elections.
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